Abstract. Let p = p(«], n2 , n-¡) denote the prime ideal in the formal power series ring A = k [[X, Y, Z]] over a field k defining the space monomial curve X = T"> ,Y =T"2 , and Z = T"i with GCD(n,, n2, n3) = 1. Then the symbolic Rees algebras Rs(p) = ®">oP'"' are Gorenstein rings for the prime ideals p = p(«i, «2> "3) with min{«i, n2, n{\ = 4 and p = p(w, m+l, m + 4) with m ¿ 9, 13.
and «3 with GCD(«[, «2, «3) = 1, the kernel of the homomorphism f:A-> S of /c-algebras defined by f(X) = T"<, f(Y) = Tn*, and f(Z) = T"i. We put -Rj(p) = Z!n>oP(")?" (nere l denotes an indeterminate over A) and call it the symbolic Rees algebra of p.
In the previous paper [1] the authors studied the problem when Rs(p) is a Gorenstein ring and gave a criterion for the case in terms of the elements / and g of p in Huneke's condition [6] for Rs(p) to be Noetherian. With the criterion the authors proved that Rs(p) are always Gorenstein for the prime ideals p = p(m, m + 1, m + 3) with m > 1 and p = p(«i, «2, «3) with min{«i, «2, «3} = 3.
To be the next targets we would like to choose the prime ideals p = p(m, m + 1, m + 4) with m > 1 and p = p(«i , «2, "3) with min{«!, «2, «3} = 4, and our conclusion for these ideals can be summarized into the following two theorems. In Theorem (1.2) the fact that Rs(p) is Noetherian is due to [6] . Our contribution is its Gorensteinness. For m -9, 13 in Theorem (1.1) the rings Rs(p) are Noetherian but not Cohen-Macaulay, if chk = 3 (cf. [7] and (3.4)).
Theorem (1.1). Rs(p) is a Gorenstein
Theorem (1.1) (resp. Theorem (1.2)) shall be proved in §3 (resp. §4). Section 2 is devoted to some preliminary steps. In his remarkable paper [6] Huneke gave a criterion for Rs(p) to be Noetherian, by which he guaranteed the Noetherian property of Rs(p) for p = p(«i, n2, n3) with min{«], n2, «3} = 4. To prove Theorem (1.2) we need his arguments as well as his results (that we will briefly summarize in §4). However the key is the criterion given by the authors [1] for Rs(p) to be a Gorenstein ring, which we will recall in §2 for the sake of completeness.
Throughout this paper let (A, m) be a regular local ring of dim A = 3 and p a prime ideal in A with dimA/p = 1. For each finitely generated /1-module M let Ia{M) and /uA(M) respectively denote the length of M and the number of elements in a minimal system of generators for M.
Preliminaries
First of all let us recall Huneke's criterion. Proposition (2.1) [6] . If there exist f e p(/c) and g e p(/) with positive integers k, I such that lA(A/(f, g, x)A) = kl • UiA/p + xA) for some x e m\p, then Rs(p) is Noetherian. When the field A/m is infinite, the converse is also true.
The criterion given by the authors for Rs(p) to be a Gorenstein ring is based on (2.1) and is stated as follows.
Theorem (2.2) [1] . Let f and g be as in (1 A). Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) Rs(p) is a Gorenstein ring.
(2) A/(f, g) + p(n) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring for any l<n<k + l-2. When this is the case, the A-algebra Rs(p) is generated by {p(n)tn}\<n<k+i-2, ftk and gtl, and the rings A/(f) + p("), A/(g) + p^ and A/(f, g)+p{n) are
Cohen-Macaulay for all n > I.
Here let us note the following lemma that we will use to calculate the length of certain modules. Lemma (2.3) ' . Let R be a two-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring and let x, y be a system of parameters of R. For given sequences po = 0 < p\ < p2 < Proof. We may assume that n > 1 and that our assertion is true for n -1. Then considering the sequences p\ = p¡ (0 < /' < n -1 ), q\ = q¡ (0 < i < n -1) and q'n_x = 0, we get by the hypothesis on n that n-\ IrÍR/V) = lRiR/ix,y)) .2>_i-(p,--i>i-i), 1=1 1 The formulation of this lemma is due to the referee. The authors are grateful to the referee for his suggestion.
where /' = (xp'y9''\0 < i < n -l)R. Since /' = / + (x""-') and /: x"«- Yß 27 xa' M = where X, Y, Z is a regular system of parameters for A and a, ß, y, a', ß', y' are positive integers. Then after suitable permutations of the rows and columns of M, we may assume that the matrix M is one of the following type.
(I) a < a', ß < ß' and y < y', (II) a' < a, ß <ß' and y < y'. As was proved by Herzog and Ulrich [3] , p is self-linked (resp. not self-linked) if and only if M has type (I) (resp. type (II)). And in any case it is already known that ßA(P{2)/P2) = 1 and p(n) ¿ p" for all « > 2 (cf. [5] ). However, later we will need so frequently the assertions for the prime ideals p whose matrices M have type (I) that we would like to give a brief proof for the case.
(See [7] for the case of type (II).) and we get Zy d2 = -a2 + bcXa'-aY^'-^ , too. If a < a', we have Y? d2 = ab = -YßZy+2y'modiX) so that d2 = -Zy+2y' mod(X).
Corollary (2.6) [5] . (1) 
Proof. By (2.4) we may assume that a < a'. Then as d2 = -Zy+2y' mod(X)
by ( .3)). Hence lA(A/iX, d2) + p2) = lA(A/(X) + p<2>), which yields (X) + p(2) = (X, d2) + p2 so that p(2) = (d2) + p2 + Xp{2). Thus Nakayama's lemma proves the assertion (1) . Notice that pA(p(2)) = ßA((X) + p{2)/(X)) < 5 by the above equality (#) and we have the assertion (2) . As (X)+p2 C (X, Y, Z2(y+y'ï) and as d2 = -Zy+2y' mod(X), we have d2 i (X) + p2 so that d2 i p2 ; hence p(2) / p2. Let n > 3 be an integer and assume that p("' = p" . Hence d2t-(at)"-2 e pnt"-1 . We put R = E^oP'V and G = R/pR (= e^oP'/P'*1) • Then because at is (/-regular (cf., e.g., [4, 2.1]), we have d2t e pR, that is d2 e p2 which cannot happen as we have checked above. Thus p(n) ^ p" for all n > 2 . We begin with the following Theorem (3.1). Suppose that p is generated by the maximal minors of the matrix
where X ,Y, Z is a regular system of parameters for A and n is a positive integer. Then Rs(p) is a Gorenstein ring.
Proof. If n = 1 , then after renaming X, Y and Z , we may assume that p is generated by the maximal minors of the matrix Let us maintain the same notation as in §2. Then the matrix M is of type (I) and so we have by (2.5) that d2 s -Z8 mod(X). Hence (c, d2, X) = (X, Y2, Z8) and lA(A/(c, d2, X)) = 16 = 1 • 2 • lA(A/(X) + p),
3)). Thus Rs(p) is a Gorenstein ring by (2.2).
Suppose that « > 2 and recall that Xd2 = acZn~2 -b2Y2 and Ydiab -c2X"-lZ"-2 (cf. (2.5)). Then as
we have X(bd2 -c3X"-2Z2r>-4) = T^Z"-2 -b3Y) so that (1) Xrf3 = c¿2Z"~2-¿3^ and (2) Yd3 = bd2 -c3Xn~2Z2n-4 , for some d¡ e p(3). When n -2, we have d2 = -Z9 mod(Z) (cf. (1) and (2), we have X(bd3-c4X"-3Z3"-6) = Y(cd3Z"~2-b4) so that (3) Yd4 = bdi -c4X"-3Z3"-6 for some d* e p(4). Notice that d3 = Z3n+6 mod(X) by the equation (2) and we get d4 s -Z4n+1 -xn-3y15Z3"-6 mod(Ji") by the equation (3) . Hence (c, d4, X) = (X, Y4, Z4"+7) so that The symbolic Rees algebras Rs(p) for p = p(9, 10, 13) is Noetherian but not Cohen-Macaulay, if chrt = 3 (cf. [7] ). The same is true for p = p (13, 14, 17) too, if ch k = 3 . We shall prove it in the following , iyn+k+4yn-k-2 yn+k+Syn-k-i y2n+2\
Then (X) + I 2 J , because
ak-jbn-k+j s f_Xy-k+JYn-j+kZn+k-j mod(X) for 0 < j < k ,
for 0 < j < n -k -2.
Therefore as lA(A/J) = eXA(A/p^), we get similarly as in the proof of (4.6) that J = (X) + I = (X) + p(">. Hence p("> = /.
Proposition (4.9). Suppose that q -kp < (k + \)p -q. Then k+2 p(") = p" + fp("-2k-3) + ]T ejp{"-j)
for 2k + 3<n<3k + 3. Proof. We put I = p" + /p("-2*-3) + £*+2 erf'-A and
Then (X) + I D J, because a"-2k-3-jbjf = (-l)j+l YjZ2"-2~j mod(X) for 0 < j < n -2k -3, ak-j-lbn~2k-l+jf = r_^n+jyn-2k+l+JZn+2k-j mod(X) for 0 < j < k -1 , ak+jbn-k~j s ^_xy-k-jyn-k-jzn+k+j mod(X) for 0 < j < k , br-x-JeJ+x = (-\y-\-JY"+2+iZ"-x-J mod(A) for 0 < ; < Ac, ô""*"2"^!«^! = (_i )«-*-; y»+*+4+;Zii-*-2-./ mod(x) for 0 < j < k and b"-2k-3-j(ek+l)2ej+l = (_i)«-Wy+2fc+6+./z»-2*:-3-., mod(X) for 0 < j < n -Ik -3.
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Hence we have / = (X) +1 = (X) + p(") for 2k + 3 < n < 3k + 3 by the same reason as in the proof of (4.6). Thus p("> = /.
Corollary (4.10). Rs(p) is a Gorenstein ring, if q -kp < (Ac + \)p -q .
Proof. It suffices to see that A/(ek+i, f) + p^ is a Cohen-Macaulay ring for each k + 2 < n < 3k + 2 (cf. = liln -k)ik + I) (k + 2<n<2k + 2) = 2(6kn -5k2-llk-n2 + 7n-6) (Ik + 3 < n < 3k + 1),
while we now explicitly have the ideal (X, ek+i, f) + p(") by (4.6), (4.8) and (4.9) (cf. their proofs, too). Therefore the required inequality lA(A/(X,ek+i,f) + p(n)) < eXA(A/(ek+\, /) + p'"') can be directly checked, which we would like to leave to the readers.
Proposition (4.11). Suppose that q -kp > (k + l)p -q > 0. Then we have Corollary (4.12). Rs(p) is a Gorenstein ring, if q -kp > (k + \)p -q > 0. Proof. By (2.2) and (4.5) we have only to check that lA(A/(X, ek+2, f)+P{n)) < £xA(A/(ek+2, f) + P(n)) for k + 3 < n < 3k + 3 . Because we explicitly know the ideals (X, ek+2, f) + P(n) by (4.6), (4.8) and (4.11) and because eXA(A/(ek+2,f)+pM) = Akn -2k2 + Sn -6k -A (k + 3 < n < 2k + 3), = \2kn-2n2 -f 18« -lOAc2 -26Ac -16 (2k + A<n<3k + 3)
we are able to directly check the required inequality. This completes the proof of Theorem (4.1) as well as that of (4.12).
